
With the Zomo Flightcase D-Live-4 NSE, you can expand your DJ

gear with a reliable partner that securely accommodates and stylishly

showcases your Denon DJ SC Live 4 DJ controller. This high-quality

flight case stands out for its robustness and elegance and belongs

to the trendy NSE Series - Night Style Edition, which is renowned for

its unique aesthetics and durability.

The Flightcase D-Live-4 NSE is the perfect shield for your DJ

controller, whether you're traveling by car or air. These resilient cases

are ready to face any challenge and protect your valuable equipment

from the toughest stage conditions.

The flight case is made from 9mm thick laminated plywood,

providing extra stability. This material safeguards against impacts and

scratches, effortlessly withstanding the demands of touring. The

sturdy construction is further enhanced by robust ball corners and

specially reinforced, black lacquered aluminum profiles that ensure

long-lasting durability while adding an attractive appearance to the

case.

The Zomo Flightcase D-Live-4 NSE is incredibly user-friendly. The lid

and front panel can be quickly and easily removed before each gig,

even with the DJ controller still inside the case. This allows you to be

ready for action at any time and focus entirely on your performance.

Not only does the Zomo Flightcase excel in practicality, but it also boasts an impressive visual appeal. Its elegant NSE Edition in

black is a true eye-catcher that commands attention and emphasizes your professionalism. The case features convenient butterfly

latches for secure handling, allowing for easy opening and closing of the lid.

You can rely on its high durability and optimal fit, ensuring your DJ controller receives the placement it deserves—secure, protected,

and stylish.
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PRODUCT DETAILS

KEY FEATURES

Perfect fit: Custom-made for the Denon SC Live 4, the Zomo Flightcase D-Live-4 NSE provides optimal protection and a snug fit,

keeping your DJ controller safe and well-protected.

Premium construction: Crafted from laminated 9mm plywood, the flight case offers a robust and durable structure that withstands

both impacts and scratches.

Additional protection through interior padding: Soft interior padding safeguards your DJ controller from damage and unwanted

influences, providing a secure and protected storage space.

Quick and easy access: The lid and front panel of the flight case can be quickly and easily removed, even with the DJ device still

inside the case. This is ideal for fast access before and after performances.

Elegant and eye-catching design: With its sleek design in the black NSE Edition, the Zomo Flightcase captures attention and

highlights your professionalism as a DJ.

Sturdy butterfly latches: These ensure a secure closure of the flight case while remaining easy to use. They also provide the option

to attach an optional lock for additional security.

Transport-friendly: Integrated handles make the flight case easy and comfortable to transport.

Long lifespan: The flight case's sturdy ball corners offer additional protection against impacts and vibrations, contributing to its

extended lifespan.

SPECIFICATIONS

Exterior material 9mm plywood

Color Black (NSE)

Weight 13.7 kg

Exterior dimensions 716 (width) x 501 (depth) x 206 (height) mm

Laptop shelf included No

Compatible devices 1x Denon DJ SC Live 4
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